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Abstract
One emerging issue in contemporary epistemology concerns the relation between 
animal knowledge, which can be had by agents unable to take a view on the epis-
temic status of their attitudes, and reflective knowledge, which is only available to 
agents capable of taking such a view. Philosophers who are open to animal knowl-
edge often presume that while many of the beliefs of human adults are formed 
unreflectively and thus constitute mere animal knowledge, some of them—those 
which become subject of explicit scrutiny or are the result of a deliberative effort—
may attain the status of reflective knowledge. According to Sanford Goldberg and 
Jonathan Matheson (2020), however, it is impossible for reflective subjects to have 
mere animal knowledge. If correct, their view would have a number of repercus-
sions, perhaps most notably the vindication of a dualism about knowledge, which 
would frustrate attempts to provide a unified account of knowledge-attributions to 
human adults, very young children, and non-human animals. I discuss Goldberg and 
Matheson’s proposal, outline some of the ways in which it is insightful, and argue 
that it is ultimately unsuccessful because it neglects the inherent temporal dimen-
sion of knowledge acquisition. While the article is pitched as a reply to Goldberg 
and Matheson, its primary aim is to highlight significant connections between the 
debates on the relation between animal and reflective knowledge, propositional and 
doxastic justification, and the theory of epistemic defeat.
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1 Introduction

Contemporary epistemology is hospitable to the category of unreflective, or animal, 
knowledge. This is commonly taken to be knowledge that can be obtained by subjects 
who are unable to formulate thoughts about the epistemic status of their doxastic 
attitudes. Unreflective knowledge sits well with epistemic reliabilism (e.g. Goldman 
1979), theories of knowledge that aim to account for the way in which empirical sci-
ences attribute it to animals (e.g. Kornblith 2014), philosophical accounts of animal 
rationality (e.g. Glock 2019, Dretzke, 2006, Bermudez, 2003), defences of the view 
that the source of epistemic normativity lies in agent-independent facts (e.g. Wil-
liamson, Forthcoming; Lord 2018), and the mentalist variety of epistemic internalism 
(e.g. Conee & Feldman 2001, Wedgwood, 2017: ch. 6).

Philosophers who are open to animal knowledge often presume that it comple-
ments the reflective knowledge achievable by subjects capable of critically assessing 
the epistemic standing of their attitudes. Roughly, the idea is that while many of the 
beliefs of human adults are formed automatically or unreflectively and may consti-
tute mere animal knowledge, some of them—those which become subject of explicit 
scrutiny or are the result of a deliberative effort—may attain the status of reflective 
knowledge. Ernest Sosa has been, to date, the most articulate champion of a view 
along these lines.

According to Sanford Goldberg and Jonathan Matheson (2020), however, it is 
impossible for reflective subjects to have mere unreflective knowledge—that is, ani-
mal knowledge which is not also reflective knowledge. Their claim is noteworthy 
for several reasons. First, it challenges directly the most developed theory of ani-
mal and reflective knowledge (Sosa’s). Second, if correct, it may provide support 
to transformative accounts of rationality against additive accounts (as illustrated, 
e.g., in Boyle 2016, 2018). Third, and relatedly, it might vindicate a dualism about 
knowledge, which would frustrate attempts to provide a unified account of knowl-
edge-attributions to human adults, very young children, and non-human animals.1 
Fourthly, given that all but die-hard access-internalists (according to whom, roughly, 
all sources of knowledge and justified belief must be accessible to the agent on reflec-
tion) and advocates of the view that no knowledge is ever the result of reflection or 
deliberation are in principle open to the distinction between reflective and unreflec-

1  Roughly, in the framework developed by Boyle, transformative theories of rationality have it that the 
acquisition of the capacity for reflection altogether transforms one’s cognitive abilities. By contrast, 
additive theories hold that the acquisition of reflective abilities merely supplement perception-induced 
belief formation, which remains essentially the same in reflective and unreflective subjects. Since the 
acquisition of knowledge is one of the main achievements of rational agents, we can envisage a parallel 
framework concerning the relation between knowledge attributed to human adults (reflective subjects) 
and that attributed to very young children and non-human animals (commonly taken to be unreflective 
subjects). In a slogan, we might say that if transformative theories are correct, reflective rationality and 
knowledge differ in kind from their unreflective counterparts; if additive theories are right, the difference 
may be one of degree. If Goldberg and Matheson are right that mere animal knowledge is impossible for 
reflective subjects, the transformative camp would gather some support, as one plausible candidate for 
a rational state common to reflective and unreflective subjects—mere animal knowledge—would have 
to be ruled out.
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tive knowledge, Goldberg and Matheson’s suggestion is relevant for most theories of 
knowledge and justification.

The impossibility of mere animal knowledge for reflective subjects is thus a claim 
that deserves to be taken seriously. I discuss Goldberg and Matheson’s proposal, 
outline some of the ways in which it is insightful, and I argue that it fails because it 
neglects the inherent temporal dimension of the acquisition of knowledge and justi-
fied belief. In the process, I highlight some connections in the debates on the relation 
between animal and reflective knowledge, propositional and doxastic justification, 
and epistemic defeat.

2 The Argument Against Animal Knowledge in Reflective Subjects

Following Goldberg and Matheson (2020: 830), let us agree that “to have reflective 
knowledge that p, the subject’s perspective must be such that (from that perspective) 
the truth of p looks non-accidental.” The subject who acquires reflective knowledge 
must meet the Reflection Condition:

(RC) The Subject S herself has an epistemic perspective according to which it 
is not an accident that her belief-forming method produced a true belief on this 
occasion.

As it will have been noted, (RC) leaves open what might determine that the truth 
of the subject’s belief looks (or, in the good cases, is) not accidental, and what it 
takes exactly for someone’s belief to meet (RC). This is intended, as Goldberg and 
Matheson aim to provide an argument that holds for all ways of drawing the distinc-
tion between animal and reflective knowledge. What matters for present purposes is 
that reflective knowledge requires the subject to have an epistemic perspective on 
the relevant belief. Having an epistemic perspective, in the appropriate sense, entails 
that the subject is in the position to assess the normative standing of the target belief 
(if only in a pre-theoretical way) and that such assessment would be positive. An 
important part of the discussion in Sects. 3–6 below will concern what it takes for 
someone’s belief to meet (RC).

(RC) is an internalist condition not required for unreflective knowledge which, by 
contrast, is conceived as an externalist notion.2 A corollary of this is that (RC) can be 
satisfied regarding both true and false (first-order) beliefs: if (RC) could be satisfied 
only in relation to true first-order beliefs, its internalist ambitions would be frustrat-
ed.3 This reveals that, even if (RC) is advanced as a condition on reflective knowl-

2  The relevant notions of internalism and externalism are to be understood in terms of acceptance or rejec-
tion of so-called “access-internalism” respectively. The mentalist variety of internalism does not pose a 
requirement along the lines of (RC); see Bonjour (2010: § 1) for a critique of mentalist-internalism and 
Wedgwood (2017: 166-7) for a critique of access-internalism.

3  This can be appreciated by revisiting the so-called “argument from illusion”, the reconstruction of which 
I loosely borrow from Wedgwood (2017: 162). Suppose that Sam and his counterpart in another world 
have the same experiences, apparent memories, seemings, etc., and that they go through the same pro-
cesses of reasoning, forming, maintaining, and revising exactly the same beliefs in exactly the same 
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edge, it is best understood as primarily a condition on reflective justification—in the 
traditional non-factive sense. (RC) becomes a condition on reflective knowledge in 
so far as reflective knowledge demands reflective justification.4 As we’ll see shortly, 
Goldberg and Matheson explicitly endorse the traditional connection between justifi-
cation and knowledge by arguing that failing to meet (RC) defeats one’s knowledge 
via defeating one’s justification. Accordingly, the primary focus of this paper will be 
on (RC) as a condition on reflective justification.

Goldberg and Matheson (2020: § 2) begin their argument by assuming that mere 
animal knowledge can only be had in cases where (RC) is not met, while the other 
conditions for knowledge—whatever they might be—are met. They invite readers to 
suppose the following:

(A) There is a time t at which reflective subject S* has mere animal knowledge 
that p. (831)

They go on to build on the characterization of reflective subjects as subjects capable 
of taking a stand on the epistemic status of their beliefs:

Since S* is a reflective subject (at t), S* (at t) does have a reflective perspective 
on her own belief-forming methods, including those belief-forming methods 
responsible for her belief that p. (ibid.)

Finally, they suggest that, for such subjects, failure to satisfy (RC) constitutes a 
defeater for the relevant belief. After all, if S* were to reflect on matters in a case 
where (A) holds, she would realize that her belief may be false, or just accidentally 
true. That, in turn, would defeat her justification for, and knowledge that, p—any 
justification and related knowledge, that is, including animal or unreflective ones.

This is, in summary, the argument against the possibility of animal knowledge 
for reflective subjects. Here’s how Goldberg and Matheson (2020: 833) formalize it:

1. If (RC) is not met for S* with respect to p, then S* has a defeater for any justifica-
tion S* has for believing p.

2. If S* has a defeater for any justification S* has for believing p, then S* does not 
have animal knowledge that p.

3. If (RC) is not met for S* with respect to p, then S* does not have animal knowl-
edge that p. (1, 2).

ways. Yet, as it happens, Sam’s counterpart is tricked by an evil demon who ensures that many of his 
experiences are misleading. The argument from illusion concludes that Sam and his counterpart do not 
differ with respect to what beliefs they are justified in holding. What matters for us is that saying that 
they differ with respect to the epistemic perspectives they have on their first-order beliefs (i.e. by saying 
that only Sam’s beliefs meet (RC)) requires making the relevant epistemic perspective external to them 
just like the truth of their first-order beliefs. And that would frustrate the very point of having (RC) as an 
internalist requirement. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pushing me to clarify this point.

4  To put it differently, meeting (RC) plays its epistemic role by contributing to reflective justification, 
which may support both false and true propositions. It is no accident that Goldberg and Matheson use 
non-factive terms in introducing (RC) in the passage quoted at the beginning of this section.
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4. If (3), then mere animal knowledge is impossible for reflective subjects.
5. Mere animal knowledge is impossible for reflective subjects. (3, 4).

I sympathise with much of this argument. I agree that, in general, unanswered 
doubts—or, rather, unanswered doubts that are generated by one’s epistemic predica-
ment—about the good-standing of one’s belief-forming methods work as defeaters 
for one’s (first-order) justification and knowledge (premise 1).5 I also find rather per-
suasive that the defeater in question should affect animal justification and thereby 
animal knowledge, as well as reflective justification and knowledge (premises 2 and 
3).6

What I am suspicious about is the presupposed characterization of mere animal 
knowledge as incompatible with (RC). In other words, I wish to challenge premise 
(4), which is a consequence of such characterization. The goal of what follows is not 
to present a counterexample to Goldberg and Matheson’s account, whereby a reflec-
tive subject fails to meet (RC) while having mere animal knowledge. Rather, I aim to 
show why animal knowledge is possible for reflective subjects, even if there are no 
counterexamples to the claim that failure to meet (RC) provides one with a defeater 
for any justification one has for the relevant belief. To anticipate, I will suggest that 
mere animal knowledge for reflective subjects is possible in cases where (RC) is met 
and the subject has not considered the question whether it is met, thereby challeng-
ing Goldberg and Matheson’s assumption that mere animal knowledge can only be 
had in cases where (RC) is not met. I will make my proposal by outlining a picture 
of the normative demands of epistemic justification that strikes me as a plausible 
development of Goldberg and Matheson’s appeal to normative defeaters but which, 
of course, I do not mean to ascribe to them. As my primary goal is that of exploring 
the possible implications of Goldberg and Matheson’s suggestion, and not merely to 
refute them, I trust it that engaging with my line of argument will be worthwhile even 
if it involves an element of independent development of their proposal.

5  Some philosophers disagree, and Goldberg and Matheson do offer a helpful discussion of the issue at 
pp. 830-1 and § 4.2. The reason why I am on board with this claim lies in the link between normative 
defeaters and the dimension of propositional justification, which will be developed in Sects. 3–6 below. 
To illustrate at this stage, the relevant doubts typically emerge from ignored evidence that one has, or 
from misguided assessment of the evidence one has. For example, if due to confirmation bias towards p, I 
fail to notice (or to properly assess) evidence against p that I have acquired and thereby fail to question p, 
my belief that p is no longer justified. For a nice way of illustrating the relation between epistemic defeat 
and propositional justification, see Graham and Lyons (2021: 42). Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for 
pushing me on this.

6  If one characterizes animal knowledge in purely reliabilist terms, one might wonder, along lines devel-
oped in Beddor (2015), whether the notion of epistemic defeat has genuine application. Two comments 
in reply to this. First, some reliabilist accounts of epistemic defeat have been recently proposed; see, for 
example, Constantin (2020) and Graham and Lyons (2021: § 3.5). Second, it is possible to account for 
animal knowledge in terms of responses to reasons or evidence, provided that such responses do not 
involve grasp of the concepts of reasons or evidence. The seeds of such accounts may be found in, e.g. 
Bermudez (2003), Dretzke (2006), Glock (2019). In such accounts, the capacity for animal knowledge 
involves, at a minimum, the capacity to respond to overriding defeaters—that is, evidence that not-p. 
Whether unreflective subjects can also respond to undermining defeaters (which typically suggest that 
one’s warrant for p is not in good standing) is an open question. See Sect. 8 below for some comments 
on the significance of the overriding/undermining distinction. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for 
prompting me to clarify this point.
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The plan is the following. I will first illustrate how accepting (RC) as a require-
ment on reflective knowledge while claiming that mere animal knowledge is impos-
sible for reflective subjects raises questions concerning verdicts on what beliefs are 
justified (Sects. 3–5). I will then go on to argue (Sects. 6–7) that the discussion of 
the problematic cases illustrated suggests that justified belief, and knowledge, have 
an inherent diachronic dimension which, in turn, enables us to appreciate why there 
can be mere animal knowledge for reflective subjects. I conclude (Sect. 8) by briefly 
exploring how to move the debate forward. But let’s proceed a step at a time: my 
concerns are best introduced by a general discussion of Goldberg and Matheson’s 
proposal and their defence of premise 1.

3 Normative Defeaters and the Reflection Condition

One reaction to the argument proposed by Goldberg and Matheson may be inspired 
by the consideration that we need to pay the temporal dimension its due. Consider 
that the time at which S* begins to reflect, call it t1, is an earlier time than the one 
at which reflection is concluded—call it t2. One may thus argue that there will be 
cases in which S* has mere animal knowledge at t1, but loses it at t2 when she real-
izes that (RC) is not met. According to this suggestion, reflecting on the way in 
which S*’s belief that p was formed leads to the defeat of the (unreflective) justifica-
tion for believing p, which S* possessed at t1. This is in line with fallibilism about 
knowledge,7 and it is compatible with the possibility of mere animal knowledge for 
reflective subjects: S* did have mere animal knowledge of p at t1, but loses it at t2 
after realizing, on reflection, the presence of a defeater.

Goldberg and Matheson take this suggestion to be incompatible with S*’s merely 
having an epistemic perspective on her belief. This is revealed by what they say about 
the scenario where S* does not reflect at all—a scenario relevantly similar to S*’s sit-
uation before she reflects. They argue that the justification for S*’s belief was already 
defeated before S* managed to appreciate as much through reflection. They write:

[O]ur opponent will ask us to reflect on cases in which, while it is true that were 
our reflective subject to reflect on matters she would recognize that (RC) fails 
to hold in connection with her belief that p, nevertheless she never does reflect 
on this, and so never does take a perspective on her belief that p or the processes 
that produced it. Regarding such cases, our opponent invites us to endorse the 
verdict that the reflective subject has mere animal knowledge. (833)

They comment:

In response, we submit that even in the envisaged type of scenario, it will be 
true of the reflective subject S* that the justification for her belief is defeated. 
In the terms introduced by Jennifer Lackey (1999), our subject will possess a 

7  As recently defended, for example, in Brown (2018).
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normative defeater for her belief whether or not she in fact considers matters. 
(ibid.)

Following Lackey, normative defeaters are described as propositions that ought to be 
believed by the subject, regardless of whether the subject does so.8 In other words, 
given S*’s epistemic predicament, she ought to believe that (RC) fails to hold (or sus-
pend judgment on whether it does), and that is enough to defeat her (propositional) 
justification to believe p—even if she, for whatever reason, does not form the belief 
that (RC) fails to hold.

I sympathize with the appeal to normative defeaters, and I am persuaded that it 
applies in the way outlined to a wide range of cases. However, accepting that failure 
to meet (RC) constitutes a normative defeater for reflective subjects while maintain-
ing that mere animal knowledge is impossible for reflective subjects raises questions 
in relation to whether some beliefs are justified. In the next two sections I will explore 
some of these questions with the help of toy cases. Doing so will help to motivate 
the challenge to premise 4 of Goldberg and Matheson’s argument, which I will raise 
in Sects. 6–7.

4 What it Takes to Meet (RC): Norman, Jake, Cristiano

Let us begin with the example of Norman the clairvoyant considered by Goldberg 
and Matheson (832).

Norman: Norman happens to be a clairvoyant but lacks any reason to believe 
that he is one. He then finds himself believing that the president is in New 
York—a belief that seems to merely have “popped into his head”.

Given the very unclear and unusual genesis of his belief, and the lack of reasons to 
think that he has any special cognitive power, arguably Norman ought to (at least) 
suspend judgment on whether the truth of his belief was accidental—i.e., on whether 
(RC) holds. And this is true regardless of whether he does in fact wonder about the 
epistemic credentials of the belief. I agree with Goldberg and Matheson that, in this 
scenario, Norman’s epistemic perspective provides him with a normative (undermin-
ing) defeater for his belief that the president is in New York.9

8  In Goldberg and Matheson’s (834) words: “[n]ormative defeaters do their defeating work in virtue of 
the subject being such that she is justified in believing or doubting the relevant proposition.” Normative 
defeaters are contrasted with doxastic defeaters, which are attitudes held by the subject. Graham and 
Lyons (2021) raise powerful arguments against Lackey’s way of drawing the distinction between doxas-
tic and normative defeaters. Their critical discussion of Lackey, however, does not affect a more minimal 
characterization of the distinction by analogy with the dimension of propositional and doxastic justifica-
tion. Roughly, just like one can have (propositional) justification to believe p without realizing it, one can 
have a (normative) defeater for p without realizing it. On the other hand, just like doxastic justification 
for p entails that one believes p, a doxastic defeater d (for p) requires that one believes d. The relation 
between propositional justification and normative defeaters will be discussed in Sects. 5–6.

9  For a dissenting voice on the suggestion that having justification to suspend judgment about reliability 
of one’s belief-forming methods gives one an undermining defeater for one’s beliefs produced by those 
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Goldberg and Matheson’s suggestion may also contribute to explain why some fol-
lowers of conspiracy theories are blameworthy in embracing conspiratorial beliefs. 
Consider the following case.

Jake: Jake is an adult with ordinary cognitive and social abilities who happens 
to be in the thrall of conspiracy theories. Upon following the discussion thread 
of a web-forum, he forms the belief that several CNN journalists are Satan 
worshippers who eat children.

Arguably, Jake should have paid more attention to the way in which he formed his 
belief: qua human adult of ordinary cognitive and social abilities (i.e. a reflective 
agent), he has the epistemic capacity to realize that obscure web-forums are not reli-
able sources of information, and should have done so. In other words, Jake’s epistemic 
perspective offered him a normative defeater for his belief that CNN journalists are 
Satan worshippers. That belief does not meet (RC), and Jake ought to have noticed.10

methods, see Hazlett (2012).
10  I propose Jake’s example as a paradigmatic real-life case of failure to meet (RC) generating a defeater. 
Yet, one might be tempted to argue that Jake’s belief meets (RC), since Jake has an epistemic perspective 
according to which his belief is non-accidentally true. But if things were so, then virtually every belief of 
a reflective subject who is unwilling to question her belief-forming methods would meet (RC). This would 
have the result that, for such subjects, Goldberg and Matheson’s claim that failing to meet (RC) provides a 
normative defeater would be vacuous. If we want to take seriously the normative significance of Goldberg 
and Matheson’s suggestion, we have to rule that Jake does not meet (RC).That said, some clarifications on 
Jake’s epistemic predicament may be in order. We might note that it is unlikely that not meeting (RC) is the 
only normative defeater in Jake’s possession which speaks against believing that several CNN journalists 
are Satan worshippers who eat children (call this belief Evil Journalists). While we can suppose—if only 
for the sake of the argument—that Jake’s overall evidence does not include an overriding defeater to the 
effect that no CNN journalists are Satan worshippers who eat children, it may well include undermining 
defeaters which decrease the likelihood of the truth of Evil Journalists, given Jake’s evidence. Examples 
might be the considerations that police tend to investigate founded allegations of harm to children and 
that there are no reports of any such investigations affecting CNN journalists, or that eating babies and 
worshipping Satan are not practices commonly taken up by members of mainstream institutions, and more. 
One might think that such considerations are sufficient to defeat Jake’s belief without bringing failure of 
meeting (RC) into the picture. Maybe so. The point here is that realizing that (RC) is not met is a perfectly 
legitimate way of appreciating that there is something epistemically amiss with believing Evil Journalists, 
which is available to Jake—not that it is the only one.Moreover, arguably, to realize that the undermining 
defeaters just mentioned speak against believing Evil Journalists, Jake has to appreciate that something 
is wrong with his putative grounds for believing Evil Journalists (cf. Melis, 2014, Sturgeon, 2014 on the 
higher-order dimension of undermining defeaters). That, in turn, would be a way of appreciating that (RC) 
is not met. Similarly, it may be pointed out that the underminers noted are part of the broader body of evi-
dence which puts Jake in the position to realize that (RC) is not met, and which warrants criticism of his 
epistemic behaviour. This larger body of evidence includes what an ordinary adult of common cognitive 
and social abilities—someone who has not been brainwashed, interacts regularly with others, normally 
acquires information from ordinary sources, and retains some capacity for independent judgment—would 
be, perhaps with a little effort, in the position to acquire. On top of common-sense claims like the poor 
likelihood that any journalist eats babies and the link between grounded allegations and ongoing police 
investigations, such larger body of evidence would include considerations regarding which sources of 
information are more or less reliable. Presumably, Jake would have had the opportunity to observe that 
several other claims propagated by obscure web-forums turned out to be false (even if he, at least in his 
current conspiratorial phase, might be quick to explain them away with the help of additional far-fetched 
hypotheses). Jake is in the (epistemic) position to notice all this but fails to do so. I thank two anonymous 
reviewers for urging me to make these clarifications.
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Of course, Jake’s belief is false, and the case is thus not perfectly analogous to 
Norman’s. Nevertheless, what the two cases have in common is that the presence of a 
normative defeater determines the epistemic status of the doxastic attitude. Goldberg 
and Matheson are directing our attention to an important feature of normative theo-
ries of belief-revision. Now consider Cristiano.

Cristiano: Cristiano is an ordinary adult human who has never wondered about 
philosophical problems. In particular, he has never considered scepticism about 
the external world.

Call Hands the proposition that Cristiano has two hands. Does Cristiano know 
Hands? Presumably so. Does he have reflective knowledge of Hands? The answer is 
‘no’, if by ‘reflective knowledge’ we mean something in the vicinity of Sosa’s notion 
of knowing full well,11 or anything that might underlie claims of knowledge which 
take seriously the challenge to one’s intellectual conscience posed by scepticism. 
Yet, since Goldberg and Matheson argue that mere animal knowledge is impossible 
for reflective subjects, if they wish to allow that Cristiano knows Hands, they must 
ascribe him reflective knowledge. Thus, they must have in mind a fairly undemand-
ing notion of reflective knowledge and corresponding conditions to satisfy (RC).

One way to see how Cristiano’s belief may satisfy (RC) starts by observing that, 
if asked, Cristiano would find it obvious that he knows Hands. He would dismiss the 
idea that he might not know that, and perhaps would even advance some initial con-
siderations in support of his answer. While Cristiano would not be able to rehearse 
any sceptical argument and possible replies, it does seem reasonable to admit that, 
unlike Jake, his epistemic perspective on Hands satisfies (RC). Goldberg and Mathe-
son might sympathise with this suggestion, as they explicitly deny that their account 
has any far-reaching sceptical consequences and maintain that “most reflective sub-
jects do meet (RC) most of the time” (839). Taking the plausible view that the condi-
tions for (RC) are easily met, however, raises further issues.

5 What it Takes to Meet (RC): Nora

Consider that Jake, if asked, would reply in a way similar to Cristiano: he would dis-
miss the suggestion that his conspiratorial belief may have originated from an unreli-
able source, and would advance some considerations in support of his answer.12 So, 
what does warrant the judgment that Cristiano’s belief, but not Jake’s, meets (RC)?

11  Without going into the details of Sosa’s view, roughly, knowing full well requires that the belief in 
question is formed through the guidance of one’s higher-order knowledge that the relevant conditions for 
(first-order) knowledge are met (cf. Sosa, 2015: 84–87). In discussing another case, Sosa (2015: 79) notes: 
“in order to know full well, Barney must know that if in his conditions he affirmed that he faces a barn, 
not easily would he be wrong”. This is precisely the sort of knowledge, or even belief, that Cristiano lacks.
12  It is common for average consumers of conspiracy theories to conceive of their beliefs as being in good 
epistemic standing (e.g. as being the result of reports of honest truth-seekers, while official sources are 
epistemically corrupt).
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An initially plausible answer is that Jake is wrong in thinking that his belief was 
formed through an epistemically good method. By contrast, Cristiano is correct in 
thinking that his belief that he has hands is (not accidentally) true13—his rather unar-
ticulated reply to the challenge notwithstanding. This may be too crude a suggestion 
(see below), but what matters now is that, however we might articulate the details, 
one’s beliefs count as meeting (RC) by conforming to some standards of appropriate-
ness that are not ultimately settled by the agent’s own investigation on the matter. 
That is why we can say that Cristiano’s belief satisfies (RC) while Jake’s does not.

Presumably, the standpoint from which assessments on whether someone’s beliefs 
satisfy (RC) are made is the standpoint of epistemic normativity: it encompasses what 
the subject, given her specific epistemic predicament, ought to figure out upon reflec-
tion or careful investigation. Never mind any non-epistemic obstacles that might get 
in the way of one’s cognitive capacities, such as emotional and personal factors that 
prevent one from reasoning well (as, we suppose, it happens with Jake); what counts 
are the epistemic features of one’s situation. So understood, the relevant standpoint 
is the standpoint of propositional justification: it determines the propositions one has 
justification to believe, disbelieve or doubt, and it is the home of normative defeat-
ers.14 The appeal to the dimension of propositional justification is, I take it, in line 
with Goldberg and Matheson’s proposal. Now consider Nora:

Nora: Nora was inadvertently served a coffee containing a hallucinatory drug, 
and no one noticed what happened—not even the waiter whose clumsiness 
resulted in Nora’s misfortune.

The perceptual beliefs that Nora forms after drinking the coffee are not produced by 
a reliable method, and yet Nora is not in the epistemic position to realize that. Even 
if she were to launch a full-fledged investigation, she would find no reason to believe 

13  Assuming that scepticism is false, that is.
14  Some philosophers (e.g. Conee and Feldman 1985: 86 − 7, Ichikawa & Jarvis 2013 : 163) characterize 
propositional justification (or, more modestly, a priori propositional justification, see e.g. Smithies 2015: 
§ 2) as determining the propositions one has justification to believe, regardless of the cognitive limitations 
of the specific agent. This characterization rules that, in some cases, the reflective subject may simply lack 
the capacity to appreciate whether she meets (RC) in relation to a specific belief. As we have read the 
cases of Norman, Jake, and Cristiano, their beliefs do not fall into such category. This matches with how 
Goldberg and Matheson characterize reflective subjects as having an epistemic perspective on their beliefs 
and thereby being in the position to take a view on whether (RC) is met (see, e.g., the following passage 
at p. 831: “since S* is a reflective subject (at t), S* (at t) does have a reflective perspective on her own 
belief-forming methods, including those belief-forming methods responsible for her belief that p”).It is 
also worth noting that the characterization of propositional justification just recalled is not a forced choice. 
Some philosophers have distinguished a notion of propositional justification that is unconstrained by the 
subjects’ cognitive abilities from one that is so constrained (Coliva 2014: 254, Ichikawa & Jarvis 2013: 
ibid., Melis 2018: 371), some use the term “propositional justification” to refer exclusively to the notion 
that is constrained by one’s cognitive abilities (Boghossian 2014, Turri 2010), and others explicitly argue 
against the good-standing of the unconstrained notion (e.g. Goldman 1979, Kornblith 2017). The intro-
duction of Nora’s case and the discussion of the importance of the dimension of the subject’s epistemic 
activity which is to follow offer some indirect support to the view that the most fundamental notion of 
propositional justification is the one constrained by the subject’s cognitive abilities.
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that she was served anything other than regular coffee: as it happens, there was no 
CCTV in the café, and no one is in the position to reconstruct what happened.15

If asked about the epistemic good standing of her perceptual beliefs, Nora would 
reply along lines very similar to Cristiano and Jake. She would dismiss the very 
suggestion that her beliefs may not be reliably formed and might bring some prima 
facie considerations in support of her reaction. Yet, Nora’s epistemic predicament 
is different from Cristiano’s and Jake’s. It differs from Cristiano’s because, unlike 
Cristiano, Nora would be wrong in thinking that her perceptual beliefs are reliably 
formed; it differs from Jake’s because, unlike Jake’s, Nora’s failure to figure out that 
her beliefs are not reliably formed is a feature of her epistemic circumstances. Does 
Nora meet (RC)?

Someone who wished to hold on to the earlier suggestion that what determines 
that Cristiano meets (RC) while Jake does not is that the former is right and the latter 
is wrong in thinking that the relevant belief-forming method is reliable, should also 
say that Nora does not meet (RC). This, however, would make actual reliability the 
standard for assessing whether one’s belief meets (RC) and would make it impossible 
for one’s belief to meet (RC) when one is mistaken about the good-standing of the 
relevant belief-forming method. But if not meeting (RC) is supposed to provide one 
with a normative defeater (i.e. justification to believe that one’s belief may be only 
accidentally true or just false), this would mean that any misleading evidence to the 
effect that the relevant belief-forming method is in good epistemic standing be auto-
matically ruled out by one’s overall epistemic perspective and thereby excluded from 
to the set of considerations which determine what propositions one has justification to 
believe.16 This comes close to saying that it’s impossible to have misleading evidence 
about the reliability of one’s methods, and it strikes me as a problematic result.17 
Moreover, it would make meeting (RC) harder than it needs to be if, as Goldberg 
and Matheson contend, “most reflective subjects meet (RC) most of the time”. Nora 
and the notorious brain in a vat, for example, would lack justification for their visual 
beliefs.18

15  Detailing the exact conditions that determine that no one is in the position to reconstruct what happened 
would lead us astray, but I trust it that cases where no ordinary person is in the position to discover an 
empirical truth are not unusual.
16  That set of considerations may be called one’s total evidence: that is, the set of all relevant first-order 
and higher-order evidence. See Sliwa and Horowitz (2015) for discussion.
17  Some philosophers (e.g. Ichikawa & Jarvis 2013 ; Smithies, 2015; Titelbaum, 2015) have argued that 
it is impossible to have misleading evidence about the requirements of rationality. Among other things, 
these views face the objection of relying on idealized notions of rationality which are too far apart from 
the dynamism of our epistemic lives (cf. Field, 2020 for some recent discussion). It seems to me that the 
impossibility of misleading evidence about the good standing on one’s belief-forming methods would be 
even more implausible than the impossibility of misleading evidence about the requirement of rational-
ity: after all, when we’re talking about the reliability of one’s belief-forming methods, we are focusing 
on specific fallible agents, and not on demands of rationality that could in principle abstract away from 
specific agents.
18  Views according to which justification is factive would happily endorse this result. I disagree, but can’t 
engage with that here. See Brown (2018: ch. 4) for a comprehensive discussion of the main issues arising 
in relation to these views. I take it that Goldberg and Matheson’s characterization of (RC) as the posses-
sion of an epistemic perspective of the subject is hospitable to the claim that Nora and the brain in a vat are 
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In the light of the foregoing, I suggest we should concede that Nora does meet 
(RC). Doing so is in line with the suggestion that it is fairly easy, yet not trivial, for 
one’s beliefs to meet (RC). Yet, it carries the burden of having to explain the different 
verdicts on Nora and Jake vis-à-vis (RC). I think that this can be achieved satisfacto-
rily and consistently with Goldberg and Matheson’s suggestion that not meeting (RC) 
provides a normative defeater. However, accounting for the difference between Nora 
and Jake will also reveal why meeting (RC) is not sufficient to make one’s knowledge 
or justified belief reflective. This last point will be crucial for my criticism of Gold-
berg and Matheson’s argument.

6 The Importance of Epistemic Activity

Let’s focus on the difference between Jake’s predicament and Nora’s. As we have 
read Jake’s case, his incapacity to realize that his belief about CNN journalists was 
not formed through reliable means is due to non-epistemic factors which got in the 
way of the full view that his epistemic perspective allowed. By contrast, Nora’s not 
being in the position to realize that her vision is no longer reliable is determined by 
what is encompassed by the full view of her epistemic perspective. If Nora were to 
use her cognitive and epistemic powers at her best, she still would find no reason to 
think that the relevant beliefs may not be formed through methods in good epistemic 
standing.19 Nora is held back by her epistemic predicament; Jake is held back by 
non-epistemic factors.20

Now, if we let the standpoint of epistemic normativity—from which it is deter-
mined what propositions one has justification to believe, disbelieve and doubt—be 
constrained by what is within the epistemic reach of the agent, it straightforwardly 
follows that Jake has justification to believe that (RC) is not met, while Nora has 
justification to believe that (RC) is met. And that in turn means that while Jake has a 
normative defeater for his first-order belief, Nora, like Cristiano, does not. Nora, like 
Cristiano, has justification to believe that her beliefs are reliably formed: it is just that 
the reasons she has in support of that happen to be misleading.21

justified in holding their first-order beliefs. Indeed, Goldberg (2018: 237) explicitly expresses sympathy 
for the view that the beliefs of the brain in a vat are justified.
19  This includes what a highly idealized version of Nora would believe. The problem is that Nora is not in 
the position to access any evidence suggesting that her belief does not meet (RC).
20  Just to be clear: I don’t mean to deny that some advocates of conspiracy theories may be held back by 
their epistemic predicaments too (someone brainwashed in a conspiracy theory as a child might be an 
example). I’m only taking it that some of them fit the broad characterization of Jake’s case. As real stories 
of folks who have managed to free themselves of conspiracy theories attest, people do occasionally slip 
into predicaments like Jake’s. Indeed, Jake’s case is loosely inspired by the story of Jitarth Jadeja, former 
follower of QAnon, who publicly discussed his endorsement of views propagated by QAnon. See, e.g. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/10/24/qanon-believer-conspiracy-theory/.
21  Moving at the level of doxastic attitudes, Cristiano may form a justified true belief that (RC) is met, 
while Nora would form a justified false belief that (RC) is met.
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I do sympathise with this view, and I take it to be broadly in line with Goldberg 
and Matheson’s proposal.22 Yet, it helps to see why the suggestion that mere ani-
mal knowledge is impossible for reflective subjects is mistaken. The considerations 
proposed in support of the claim that Nora meets (RC) while Jake does not suggest 
that one can only have justification to believe p if one is in the (epistemic) position 
to form the belief that p on the basis of available evidence. The picture that emerges 
is one where the demands of epistemic normativity take into account the dimension 
of the agents’ use—or potential use—of the reasons or evidence available to them 
when they form and manage their doxastic attitudes. It is the dimension of doxastic 
justification, or potential doxastic justification, where agents engage in the activity of 
forming and revising doxastic attitudes.

But if the dimension of epistemic activity and doxastic justification matters for 
establishing the demands of epistemic normativity in specific scenarios considered 
in isolation, it is even more important in understanding the relation between reflec-
tive and unreflective knowledge (and justified belief). After all, knowledge, unlike 
(propositional) justification, entails belief-formation. We are now in the position to 
see what is wrong with Goldberg and Matheson’s assumption that meeting (RC) is 
incompatible with mere animal knowledge.

7 Animal Knowledge for Reflective Subjects

The foregoing discussion reveals that the notion of having an epistemic perspective 
that figures in (RC) is a static one: it finds its place in the dimension of propositional 
justification and the demands of epistemic normativity, but it is independent of how 
an agent acts epistemically. However, the distinction between reflective and unreflec-
tive knowledge (just like that between reflective and unreflective justified belief), 
properly understood, pertains to the level of epistemic activity. This is in line with 
Sosa’s own characterization of the distinction, which has the agents’ performances at 
its centre, but it is a more general point. To put it bluntly: something must have gone 
awry somewhere if verdicts as to whether one has reflective knowledge or reflective 
justified belief turn out to be indifferent as to whether one does any reflection.

An account of the difference between reflective and unreflective knowledge or 
justification which considers the dimension of epistemic activity would put the way 
in which agents form and revise—and ought to form and revise—their attitudes at its 

22  I take the proposal just outlined to be an attractive development of Goldberg and Matheson’s view 
because it lines up with: (i) their appeal to normative defeaters (which brings the dimension of proposi-
tional justification into the picture); (ii) their characterization of reflective subjects as subjects who have an 
epistemic perspective on their beliefs and are thus capable of taking a view on whether (RC) is met (which 
suggests that the verdicts as to whether one has the relevant normative defeater depend on the cognitive 
abilities of the subject); (iii) their suggestion that (RC) has no far-reaching sceptical consequences (which 
would emerge if we said that Cristiano fails to meet (RC) and accept the claim that animal knowledge is 
impossible for reflective subjects). On top of that, I find the proposal outlined appealing because it avoids 
the problematic consequence of ruling out the possibility of misleading evidence about the reliability 
of one’s methods (which we would have to accept if we endorsed the claim that actual reliability is the 
standard for assessing whether one’s belief meets (RC)). Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pushing 
me to clarify this.
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centre. Such a view would allow that reflective subjects have unreflective knowledge 
and justification by holding that the epistemic perspective that they have on their 
beliefs is inert until they go on to reflect on the matter.

It is only when agents actually consider the question whether some belief of theirs 
is in good epistemic standing that they take advantage of the epistemic perspective 
that they enjoy and may acquire reflective knowledge (as in Cristiano’s case), or 
reflectively justified belief (as in Nora’s case). In other words, the distinction between 
reflective and unreflective knowledge is inherently diachronic and cannot be flattened 
at the level of time-slice epistemology of (some characterizations of) propositional 
justification, where the normative demands concerning what attitudes would be epis-
temically justified are set.

That, of course, is not to say that the static dimension of propositional justifica-
tion is not important for assessing whether a subject knows or has formed a justi-
fied belief, reflectively or otherwise. Goldberg and Matheson are right to point out 
that one’s (animal or reflective) knowledge may be defeated by unnoticed normative 
defeaters, as in Norman’s case. Meeting (RC) is indeed necessary for reflective justi-
fied belief and reflective knowledge.

But in assessing the claim that mere animal knowledge is impossible for reflec-
tive subjects we also need to consider whether meeting (RC), in addition to the con-
ditions for animal knowledge, is sufficient for reflective knowledge. And meeting 
(RC), together with the conditions for animal knowledge, is not sufficient for that: to 
achieve reflective knowledge, one also needs to reason and appreciate why she meets 
(RC), if only in some pre-theoretical form. If so, mere animal knowledge for reflec-
tive subjects is possible in cases where (RC) is met and the agent has not considered 
the question whether it is met.

Goldberg and Matheson are right to say that not reflecting cannot preserve one’s 
animal knowledge in cases where one’s belief does not meet (RC), but they over-
looked the importance of reflecting for acquiring reflective knowledge in cases where 
one’s belief does meet (RC).

To sum up: I think that Goldberg and Matheson’s basic point that failure to meet 
(RC) provides one with a normative defeater for the relevant (animal or reflective) 
justification is a good one. This may well be problematic for Sosa’s own version of 
the distinction between animal and reflective knowledge,23 but it does not general-
ize to all ways of carving out the distinction. Goldberg and Matheson’s insightful 
observation about the role of normative defeaters does not show that unreflective 
knowledge is impossible for reflective subjects. Once we appreciate the importance 
of the dimension of epistemic activity for a full account of epistemic normativity and 
the difference between reflective and unreflective knowledge or justification, we can 
see that reflective subjects may have plenty of unreflective or animal knowledge.

23  Sosa allows that even some noticed defeaters may not defeat animal knowledge while they defeat the 
reflective one, See his take on the Pyrrhonist in Sosa (2015: 208–210; 242).
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8 Moving Forward

I have argued that mere animal knowledge and justified belief are possible for reflec-
tive subjects. At the same time, I have acknowledged that meeting (RC) is necessary 
for reflective knowledge and justified belief, but not for their unreflective counter-
parts. Does this difference mark a dualism about knowledge or a difference in kinds 
of rational or cognitive achievements?

Unreflective and reflective knowledge and justified belief differ in the way they 
are acquired or sustained. Roughly, the latter, but not the former, involve an explicit 
endorsement of one’s belief, which might take the form of a positive assessment of 
the way in which the belief was formed, or of the strength of one’s grounds for belief. 
On the face of it, this difference is compatible with the view that unreflective and 
reflective justification and knowledge are two manifestations of the same epistemo-
logical category. If we keep the focus on knowledge, we can say that both reflective 
and unreflective knowledge are cases of justified true belief, plus some anti-Gettier 
condition. If we keep the focus on justified belief, we can say that both unreflective 
and reflective justified belief instantiate epistemic justification. In this picture, the dif-
ference lies in the character of justification. Unreflective knowledge relies on justifi-
cation whose good standing is not something that the subject evaluates on reflection, 
be it because she’s not in the position to do so as an unreflective subject, or because 
she simply hasn’t done it yet. By contrast, reflective knowledge is sustained by jus-
tification which is assessed by the subject. What suggests that the two justifications 
are instances of the same epistemological category is that both, in different ways, 
have a link with truth, or with likelihood of truth.24 After all, philosophers who have 
endorsed internalist and externalist theories of justification along lines that broadly 
match the unreflective/reflective distinction have taken themselves to be theorizing 
about the very same thing: epistemic justification.

However, it might be pointed out that lack of reflection prevents unreflective 
subjects from ever understanding why they believe the things they believe. In turn, 
that may be taken to suggest that all epistemic achievements of reflective subjects—
whether or not they involve reflection—are radically different from those of unreflec-
tive subjects. Philosophers who sympathise with the view that reflection is essential 
or transformative for rationality such as, e.g., Boyle (2018), Korsgaard (1996), Bran-
dom (2010), McDowell (1994), or Davidson (1982) would likely advocate a position 
along these lines.25 If they are right, meeting (RC) may be read as a sign of a pro-
found hiatus between reflective and unreflective subjects even if, as I have argued, 
the former are capable of mere animal knowledge. In this picture, the mere animal 
knowledge of reflective subjects may be seen as also potential reflective knowledge, 

24  This is, in rough outline, the underlying monism that some commentators have found in the appar-
ent epistemic pluralism of philosophers like Goldman, Burge, and Alston. For more discussion see, for 
example, Pedersen (2017: §§ 2–4).
25  Indeed, these philosophers would be reluctant to use the term “rationality” in relation to unreflective 
agents, and would prefer terms like “intelligence”, thereby explicitly marking the difference in kinds of 
cognitive achievements. Cf., e.g., Boyle (2018: § 2).
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and hence quite unlike the mere animal knowledge of unreflective subjects.26 It thus 
seems fair to say that, even if Goldberg and Matheson’s argument isn’t successful, the 
relation between reflective and unreflective knowledge or justified belief remains an 
open issue. Among other things, addressing it requires investigating in what exactly 
animal knowledge which is not accompanied by the satisfaction of (RC) differs from 
that which is so accompanied.

It seems to me that, in addressing the question of the relation between unreflec-
tive and reflective knowledge or justification, it would be advisable to build on the 
main lesson which emerged from the present discussion. Namely: we should keep 
the dimension of one’s first-person activity—or potential activity—of acquisition and 
maintenance of a system of justified or rational beliefs at the centre of investiga-
tion. And since responding to counterevidence is an essential component of rational 
belief-revision, it would be a good idea to keep the focus on how subjects acquire and 
process epistemic defeaters.

Aside from being integral to rational belief-revision, there is another reason why 
we might want to invest energies in the study of the way in which agents respond to 
epistemic defeaters. At least if we keep the attention on all-out beliefs—which is itself 
central to account for the first-person epistemic activity of ordinary agents—there is 
a potentially significant disanalogy between epistemic defeaters and ordinary posi-
tive evidence. While ordinary positive evidence for a proposition p always speaks 
in favour of believing p, there are two different ways in which counterevidence may 
speak against believing p. Counterevidence may suggest that one should believe the 
negation of a proposition p that one previously accepted (a case of overriding defeat), 
or it may suggest that one should give up one’s belief in p without thereby moving 
towards accepting its negation (a case of undermining defeat). Thus, the study of 
epistemic defeat can be expected to provide a distinctive contribution to the general 
understanding of epistemic rationality which goes beyond what an exclusive focus on 
responsiveness to positive evidence might deliver.27

Someone who sympathises with the suggestion of keeping agents’ epistemic activ-
ity at the centre of the investigation would concur that a focal question for understand-
ing the relation between unreflective and reflective knowledge and justified belief is 
the following: how does one become a reflective subject? Slightly more precisely: 
does one’s capacity for reflective responsiveness to evidence emerge seamlessly from 
one’s capacity to respond to evidence unreflectively (say, in a way that conserves the 
latter and adds to it), or does it involve a complete transformation of one’s ability to 
respond to evidence simpliciter? These questions are especially poignant when we 
consider that there are subjects who make the transition from unreflective to reflec-
tive rational agency; namely, human children.

The last observation brings us to what seems to me another important method-
ological point: developmental psychology and other disciplines studying the mental 

26  Note that this is different from what Goldberg and Matheson have argued. According to them “in every 
case, a reflective subject will either have both animal knowledge and reflective knowledge that p or will 
lack both animal knowledge and reflective knowledge that p.” (833) They are talking about actual, not 
potential knowledge.
27  See Piazza (2021) for a recent overview of the literature on epistemic defeaters.
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processes of presumed unreflective subjects may help. It’s not just that, to the extent 
that the criteria for reflective or unreflective justified beliefs are supposed to apply to 
the beliefs of ordinary subjects, they’d better be sensitive to what ordinary subjects 
can actually do. It’s also that the philosophical task of identifying the criteria for 
reflective and unreflective justified belief (together with their relation) may be clari-
fied by familiarity with current studies on the psychological mechanism underlying 
each. Of course, verdicts on whether one’s beliefs are rational or justified are norma-
tive evaluations which fall within the remit of epistemology. Yet, empirical research 
may help to understand the nature of the achievement that needs to be evaluated.28

Since this is largely unexplored territory, I’ll resort to a quick example from my 
own work in progress to illustrate the point. Engaging with some developmental 
work on different levels of abstraction involved in the belief-revision of young chil-
dren (e.g. Kimura & Gopnik 2019) has alerted me to the possibility that basic forms 
of reflective thinking may consist in some generalizations involved in the acquisition 
of some undermining defeaters. While I plan to articulate the details and significance 
of this suggestion on another occasion, the point for present purposes is just that there 
are areas of empirical research that may contribute to understanding the boundary 
between unreflective and reflective justified belief and knowledge.29

On the other hand, empirical disciplines like developmental psychology and ani-
mal cognition may draw on epistemological research on reflective and unreflective 
rationality to design experiments aimed at testing what subjects may be capable of 
either form of cognitive achievements. That would help to make progress on under-
standing the extent of reflective and mere animal knowledge in living subjects. An 
interaction between philosophical and empirical studies of reflective and unreflective 
epistemic states may benefit both strands of research.
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